Choose your preferred render!

GUTEX Thermowall® ETICS
Certification now permits render products from 13 manufacturers

- greater variety ✓
- greater convenience ✓
- greater peace of mind ✓
Use of suitable, high quality building products is the key to providing you with a healthy and comfortable indoor environment.

GUTEX’s external thermal insulation composite system (ETICS), consisting of a single-ply homogeneous wood fibre insulating board plus render, is exceptionally ecological and superbly fulfils these criteria.

With its high-quality, natural materials, attractive appearance, excellent workability and building authority certification, GUTEX ETICS delivers even more than installers and homeowners expect from an external thermal insulation composite system.

GUTEX has taken things a step further, enhancing our rendered facades for wood buildings. Now, GUTEX’s Z-33.47-660 certification for GUTEX Thermowall® wood fibre based ETICS allows you to use render components from thirteen different manufacturers, which provides everyone with enormous advantages.

GUTEX Thermowall® ETICS offers you many distinct advantages:

**greater variety**
From now on, you have the choice of using render products from thirteen approved manufacturers.

**greater peace of mind**
GUTEX’s Thermowall® ETIC System is backed by Z-33.47-660 certification!

**greater convenience**
Now, tradepersons – whether carpenter or plasterer – can obtain their render system components from their usual sources.

Your approved render manufacturers:

- quick-mix
- KEIM
- KNAUF
- gräfix
- BAU
- “HASIT - Natürlich besser bauen”
- Trondle Edelputz GmbH
- DRACHOLIN
- Fema
- Brillux
- Sneath SR
- GUTEX
**Good news for carpenters**

“Thanks to the flexibility provided by the certification’s increased scope, I can now offer the entire ETICS, which gives me a distinct advantage when I bid on jobs. Thumbs up!”

**Good news for plasterers**

“Being able to buy and use the render components I’m familiar with from the vendor and dealer of my choice as well as being able to provide my customers with a certified product is a huge advantage for me. Thumbs up!”

...and happy homeowners

“As homeowners, we benefit greatly from knowing that the work is performed properly and in compliance to a certified system. In addition, the ecological and biologically safe attributes inherent in GUTEX wood fibre insulation products guarantee excellent insulation and a healthy and pleasant indoor environment. We feel very good about our home, knowing everything is as it should be. Thumbs up!”

---

**The many advantages offered by the broadened scope of GUTEX Thermowall® ETICS certification:**

- **Greater choice of render components**
  Now, you can use render system components from thirteen approved manufacturers

- **Convenience**
  Carpenters and plasterers can obtain system components from their usual sources

- **Certified system**
  Certified by the German building authority; Certification Z-33.47-660

- **High impact resistance**
  Due to the combined strength of the impact-resistant plasterboard and durable render system

- **Quick and cost-effective installation**
  Thanks to the high quality of the boards and the simple means of fastening

- **Optimum thermal insulation**
  Low thermal conductivity and high volumetric heat capacity are an unbeatable combination

- **Increased soundproofing**
  GUTEX wood fibreboards feature an open-pore fibre composition and minimum flexural strength

- **Fire resistance rated up to REI 90**
  Wood assemblies with up to REI 90 are possible (see GUTEX AbPs)

- **Pleasant indoor environment**
  GUTEX wood fibre insulation boards are vapour permeable and regulate humidity
You too can benefit from the excellent qualities of GUTEX’s ecological wood fibre insulation:

- Cool in summer
- Comfortably warm in winter
- Pleasant indoor climate
- Protection against noise
- Protection against fire
- Sustainability
- Recyclability
- Quick installation
- Qualified assistance

Your source for GUTEX products: